Abstract: Liquid vegetable tooth paste containing 100% vegetable essential oils and in particular sweet almond oil, tea tree, spearmint, mint and cinnamon. It’s used for teeth wash as the commonly used tooth pastes as well as an antiseptic solution for mouth injuries, gingivitis, periodontitis and other inflammations of the mouth, as well as a very good mean against the bad smell of the mouth. The invention is highly advantageous because apart from its 100% vegetable ingredients and for the reason that its use is efficient upon three different levels of action or treatment, that is brushing the teeth, an antisepsis is carried out in mouth and stomatopharynx with an efficiency on the bad smell of the mouth, and all these with only one product. Besides, with one product which is easily carried in the form of a sprayer or dropper, its use is very easy.
DESCRIPTION

LIQUID VEGETABLE TOOTH PASTE IN SPRAY OR DROPS

This invention refers to a liquid containing 100% vegetable oils and essential oils in order to be used as a vegetable toothpaste, as a gentle oral antiseptic solution and against the bad smell of the mouth.

There are several tooth pastes and oral solutions acting temporarily upon the bad smell of the mouth, cleaning the teeth, having, at the same time, an antiseptic action. These tooth pastes, however, usually contain, some ingredients which are considered as having some toxicity, higher or lower, according to their frequent use and every organism's reaction such as sulfates, fluorine, triclosan....

Advantages of this invention is the efficacy in which we use this solution, that is in a small easily moved by everyone vial with sprayer or dropper, combined in order to be used as toothpaste and as oral solution with antiseptic properties and against the bad-smell of the mouth, avoiding to use many gums. It also contains 100% vegetable ingredients.

When people use the usual tooth pastes, they need a washing stand and water to wash their mouth well, something which is not necessary with this toothpaste. Spraying our mouth, wherever we are, we may perfectly fight against the bad smell. To every 100 parts of sweet almond oil, we add one (1) up to three (3) parts of tea tree, adding four (4) up to eight (8) parts of spearmint, fifteen (15) up to twenty five (25) parts of mint and three (3) up to ten (10) parts of cinnamon stirring well the mix and placing it for better efficiency in dark-coloured small bottles-sprayers or droppers.

According to this invention the form of the liquid tooth paste which is easily moved into a small vial, and the mode of its use as sprayer or dropper, as well as its 100% vegetable ingredients are what makes this invention unique.

People, instead of having a tooth paste at home, another oral solution and some gums for a fresh breath on road or at work place, or spending more money or using some tooth paste containing toxic ingredients, are allowed to use a material substituting all these three as above ingredients in the most efficient way contained in one product.
CLAIMS

1. The liquid vegetable tooth paste in sprayer or dropper, contains five vegetable ingredients such as sweet almond oil, tea tree, spearmint, mint and cinnamon.

2. The liquid vegetable tooth paste in sprayer or dropper, according to the claim 1 is characterized by its very practical carrying way in a small bottle-sprayer.

3. The liquid vegetable tooth paste in sprayer or dropper according to the claims 1, 2 is characterized by its very practical carrying way in a small dropper.